
 
Strong Women     Strange Worlds 

First Friday QuickReads, December 2, 2022 
Featuring 

 
Alicia McCalla author of Curse of the Spiral Anthology 
A strange symbol. Supernatural events. Portals to parallel worlds. A 
group of extraordinary writers gathered in Salem, Massachusetts to 
collaborate on an eerie anthology. These talented writers wrote a 
collection of short stories in a co-created world that will satisfy even 
the most hardcore dark fantasy and speculative fiction readers. 
https://aliciamccalla.com/ 
 
Ren Hutchings  author of Under Fortunate Stars 
When a time anomaly brings a scientific research ship into contact 
with the past, the outcome of an interstellar war hangs in the 
balance. But after the crew rescues a ramshackle hauler with their 
historical heroes on board, they discover that those heroes have 
made very different life choices. 
https://www.renhutchings.com 
 
Anna Kashina author of Shadowblade 
A young sword prodigy must impersonate a lost princess and 
throw her life into a deadly political game that will upset the 
balance of powers in the empire. 
www.annakashina.com 
 
 
DC Gomez author of Plague Unleashed 
A disgruntled employee, sibling rivalry, and zombie attacks. Who 
said Texarkana was boring?  Plague Unleashed is the second book in 
the action-packed and humorous Urban Fantasy series The Intern 
Diaries. 
www.dcgomez-author.com 
 
M Dressler author of Our Eyes at Night 
A "superior paranormal thriller" (Publishers Weekly) and "totally 
engrossing, overflowing with confounding questions about life and 
death" (Booklist). Its ghostly narrator asks: are we leaving the world 
more fit for the dead than the living? 
mdressler.com 
 
Jody Lynn Nye author of Cats Triumphant! 
A collection of Nye's cat stories, ranging from science fiction to 
fantasy to mystery, most of them with a humorous bent.  
"Defender of the Small" follows a mercenary on her way back from 
the war who takes on some most unexpected clients. 
JodyLynnNye.com 
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In addition to the authors who read today, please check out the organizers of the 

Strong Women•Strange Worlds Group Author Reading Series 
 
 

Terri Bruce writes hard-to-classify 
fantasy and science fiction stories 
that explore the supernatural side 
of everyday things. She is the 
author of the “Afterlife” series, 
the short story collection SOULS, 
and numerous short stories in 

anthologies and magazines.  www.terribruce.net 
 

Kathryn Sullivan writes stories 
where girls are the explorers, the 
wizards, and the ones who solve 
problems and rescue people.  Her 
books include The Crystal Throne 
and Agents, Adepts, & Apprentices.  
www.kathrynsullivan.com 

 
Ef Deal has been writing 
speculative fiction for over fifty 
years. Her short story "Czesko" 
received honorable mention 
in Gardner Dozois' Year's Best Science 
Fiction and Fantasy. She is Assistant 
Fiction Editor at Abyss&Apex 

Magazine. Her first novel is Esprit de Corpse.   
www.efdeal.net 
 

Sarah Smith's Agatha winning 
mysteries and SF are published in 
14 languages and have become 
bestsellers here and abroad. Her 
latest mystery is Crimes and 
Survivors.  www.sarahsmith.com 
 FB & Twitter @sarahwriter 

 
Elaine Isaak writes knowledge 
inspired adventure fiction 
including The Dark Apostle series as 
E. C. Ambrose, and the Bone Guard 
archaeological thrillers as E. Chris 
Ambrose. She's a former adventure 
guide who makes wearable art in 

her free time.  www.RocinanteBooks.com 
 

Elaine Pascale is the author of The 
Blood Lights; If Nothing Else, Eve, 
We’ve Enjoyed the Fruit; and The 
Thin Contract. She is also the editor 
of Dancing in the Shadows: A Tribute 
to Anne Rice. Her writing can also 
be found in numerous anthologies 

and magazines.  https://www.elainepascale.com 
 

Anne E.G. Nydam makes relief 
block prints and writes poetry, 
short stories, and books for all 
ages about adventure, magic, and 
wonder.  Her most recent book is 
On the Virtues of Beasts of the 
Realms of Imagination.  

www.NydamPrints.com 
 
Claudia Blood blends her science 
and IT background with a life-long 
passion for Dungeons and Dragons 
to pen award-winning Sci-fi and 
fantasy novels. 
https://claudiablood.com 

 
Patricia Correll is the author of 
fantasy and horror novels, novellas 
and short stories, as well as daily 
to-do lists. Thief, archer, and food 
for fire ants, she lives in Alabama 
with her family.   
twitter.com/Author_PCorrell 
 
Kate Pope is the "token non-
author" on the organizing 
committee.  She is a reader 
extraordinaire, and a tie-dye artist. 
 
 

 
Elliott Wink is a science fiction 
and fantasy writer with a day job. 
She’s been teaching English for 
nearly a decade and also has a 
master’s in psychology. She lives 
with her husband and dog in 
Northern California and currently 

has four titles published. 
https://www.elliottwink.com/ 
 
 
 
 

Find out more about us, 
and our past authors and 

upcoming events at 
strongwomenstrangeworlds.weebly.com 
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